
A Principal for a week....

1. First Name Of A Person

2. Adjective

3. School Grade

4. Collective Noun

5. Compound Noun- Animal

6. Concrete Noun- A Prize

7. Collective Noun

8. Concrete Noun- Animal

9. Compound Noun- A Sport

10. Concrete Noun

11. Collective Noun

12. Compound Noun- A Sport

13. Abstract Noun

14. Abstract Noun

15. Adjective

16. Number

17. Adjective
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A Principal for a week....

Mr. Jenkins picked First Name of a Person Wilde to be his student-principal of the month. Mr. Wilde isn't

exactly what you would call Adjective , considering he was a school grade grader.

The first thing Mr. Wilde did was hire a collective noun of talented students to replace the teachers. He also

replaced the lunch-ladies with compound noun- animal (he hired them, but since they mostly hopped around in

the food and ate it, they were not paid much money). The Janitor was replaced by an ape, which did more

messing than it did cleaning. Mr. Wilde took the savings from the school and bought each class a

concrete noun- a prize , which were collective noun of concrete noun- animal (Mr. Wilde was

unusually fond of them). He also bought a swimming pool, and you could swim in the pool the size of a

compound noun- a sport field instead of playing on the concrete noun .

collective noun of friends were allowed to be social during class, where all they learned were football plays

and compound noun- a sport rules. Sometimes they were allowed to display what they have learned by playing

an occasional game . Of course, like I said, the student principal nomination only lasted a week, and yet Mr.

Wilde was able to turn the school upside-down in just 5 short days.

When Mr. Jenkins returned a week later, he was shocked to see what a student could do to a school in just a

short period of time. The school was abstract noun , and the abstract noun outside smelled like

chlorine. He nearly passed out when he walked in, and he learned a VERY Adjective lesson: He was

NEVER going to allow a student to become principal for a week again (mostly because it took him

Number months to undo the Adjective mess that he had created).
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